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Why Are
You
Auditing?

PROACTIVE AS PART OF
COMPLIANCE PLAN

TO INVESTIGATE A
SPECIFIC ISSUE REPORTED

CONCURRENT WITH A
PAYER REVIEW

TO RESPOND TO A
SUBPOENA
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Federal False Claims Act

Filing a claim that
you knew or should
have known was
“false” – i.e., codes
billed not matching
documentation

No proof of specific
intent to defraud is
required

$10,781.40 $21,562.80 per
claim plus treble
damages and
paying attorneys
fees for whistle
blowers

HITECH makes not
refunding
overpayments within
60 days a false claim
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Questions to Ask

Who codes the
services?
Physician

Are there any previous
audits on these
services/this provider?

Known concerns or
suspected concerns
from a compliance
perspective?

Has there been a
compliance issue called
in to Anonymous
hotline?

Coder
EMR code generator/E&M leveler
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Scoping
out the
Audit

Audit scope, defined as the amount of time and
documents which are involved in an audit, is an
important factor in all auditing. The audit scope,
ultimately, establishes how deeply an audit is
performed. It can range from simple to complete,
including all company documents.
The Strategic CFO https://strategiccfo.com/audit-scope/
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Scoping
out the
Audit

The scope of an audit should be decided upon
prior to the signing of an engagement letter or
agreement to protect both the entity and the
person doing the audit
Failing to clearly define the audit can result in
“scope creep” which can then add on not only
time but also increase the monetary cost of the
audit
Working with management (or the entity
requesting the audit) to clearly define the scope
of the audit sets realistic expectations of what is
being included in audit and what is excluded
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• Within the scope and engagement letter/agreement
to be signed, the tools and/or resources that will be
used to perform the audit should be identified
• If utilizing a tool from a particular vendor, identify it
by name
• Will there be calculations of revenue
variances/differences?
Resources such as CPT© Professional edition for a
particular year, especially if performing retrospective
review, ICD-10-CM book for identified year(s), CPT©
Assistant, AHA Coding Clinic, Medicare or CMS
Guidance and applicable Transmittals, Fee Schedules if
revenue variance is to be calculated

Tools and
Resources?
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Prospective versus Retrospective
• Prospectively performing review is “pre-bill” which is
performed on claims after coding is completed but prior to
being submitted to insurance payer
• Completing audits prospectively results in claims being put on
hold or suspended until after review has been completed
• Retrospectively performing reviews results in review being
performed after claims have been submitted for payment and
subsequently paid or denied
• Time frame should be identified - more beneficial to do more
real-time to provide education to providers closer to dates of
service
• If issues are identified with retrospective claims, those claims
should be rebilled as corrected claims
8
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Will likely not be a statistically valid random sample
Time frame – may be Prospective or Retrospective

Proactive
Compliance
Audit

• Prospective:
• Potential negative impact to Accounts Receivable (AR) if the
accounts aren’t released in a short time frame
• Access to the records may delay the review
• If unable to meet with provider, this could also delay the
claims being billed and impact AR
• Retrospective:
• Errors identified will need to be rebilled
• Possible effective on physician compensation

How many encounters?
What will be the scope?
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OIG Work Plan

Scope -

Proactive
Compliance
Audit

CERT Issues

RAC Issues

Top ten denials for the practice

Top ten services billed for the practice

Specific issues brought to your attention
10
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The time frame to be reviewed will also
depend on the reason for the audit

Time
Frame?

• Proactive or compliance audit – may be more helpful
to choose recent claims – if the purpose is education,
better to work with recent visits that the provider may
remember – there may have also been changes in
documentation patterns
• Audit for a specific problem will need to be for the
time frame for which the problem is suspected

If retrospective, determine when provider
started if audit will cover a particular time
frame: quarter of the year, month or week
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CIA?

Corporate Integrity Agreement
• “Forced” compliance plan when an organization
had entered into a settlement for fraud
allegations
• Require periodic audits to ensure that the
coding/billing problems are resolved
• Requires a 95% accuracy rate by providers
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This will depend on the type of audit
• If there is no specific problem being
investigated – 10 encounters per provider for a
proactive or compliance audit
• “Random” sample – one days’ visits, first 10
on EOB, etc.
• Also called a “judgmental” sample – cannot
be extrapolated to a larger population since
it is not truly random

Choosing the
Audit Sample

OIG recommends 5 per provider per federal payer
per year
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• If investigating a specific problem, may consider
a statistically valid random sample
• Probe sample followed by larger sample with a
targeted confidence and precision
• Probe usually 30, 40, or 50 items
• For self-disclosure, CMS requires that the
sampling methodology be reviewed by a
statistician or someone with equivalent
experience

Choosing the
Audit Sample,
continued
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Statistically
Valid Random
Sample

Sampling is choosing a subset of the claims in a
provider’s universe of claims for the purpose of
auditing them. In a random sample, units are selected
at random so that the opportunity of every unit being
included in the sample is the same
https://accountlearning.com/simple-random-sampling-definition-advantages-disadvantages/

• Allows a reasonable representation of the whole
without the time and expense involved in reviewing
each claim
https://www.randomizer.org/
https://oig.hhs.gov/compliance/rat-stats/index.asp
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Will You Review for Medical Necessity?
“Medical necessity of a service is the overarching criterion for payment in addition
to the individual requirements of a CPT code. It would not be medically necessary
or appropriate to bill a higher level of E/M service when a lower level of service is
warranted. The volume of documentation should not be the primary influence
upon which a specific level of service is billed. Documentation should support the
level of service reported.”
• Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services' manual system, Pub 100-4, Chapter
12, Subsection 30.6.1 A
• "Program Integrity Manual", Pub 100-08, Chapter 3, Section 3.2.3 A.
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Have you read
the back of the
CMS-1500
claim form?

“I certify that the services shown on this
form were medically indicated and
necessary for the health of the patient
and were furnished by me, or were
furnished incident to my professional
services by my employee under my
immediate supervision. NOTICE: Any one
who misrepresents or falsifies essential
information to receive payment from
Federal funds requested by this form
may upon conviction be subject to fine
and imprisonment under applicable
Federal laws.”
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Sample will be those records
requested by the payer

Concurrent
with Payer
Review

Review all records or just a
portion?

Important that alterations not
be made to records during
concurrent review
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If review is done at the request of an
attorney, he/she may determine most of the
audit criteria – however, remember AttorneyClient Privilege requires:

Attorney
Involvement

• Attorney-client relationship and auditor/reviewing must
be retained by attorney
• Attorney acting in capacity as attorney
• Communication made in confidence between the
attorney and client
• For the purpose of securing legal advice.

Audit could be identified as Attorney Work
Product instead
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Attorney contracts with the auditor/consultant

Report is delivered to the attorney

AttorneyClient
Privilege

Communication between the auditor and the client is
at the direction of the attorney

Simply marking a report “Attorney-Client Privilege”
does not make it protected nor does it function
retrospectively to cover the findings which have
already been reviewed and documented
20
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Work-Product Doctrine:
• Documents tangible things – interview memos and notes
• Prepared in anticipation of litigation – temporal and intent
• By or for a party’s attorney are protected against discovery
unless the party seeking disclosure can demonstrate:
• Substantial need
• That it would produce undue hardship without discovery
21

Routine audit reports may not be protected
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Documentation of Encounter
Superbills/Encounter Forms/Charge Capture
Documents

What You
Need To Look
At

Claim Forms
EOBs/Remittance Advice
Payer Policies
Depending on service audited, may
also need to review other
documentation –

Ex: For incident-to services, you will need
to review entire chart for plan of care and
ongoing care by supervising physician.
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What is an error?
• Just overpayments or any deviation

Prospective or retrospective?

Questions?

What will be your acceptable error rate?
• CIAs allow 5%
• In other situations, CMS has stated 7%

What will you do with the results?
• Education, follow-up auditing, penalties?
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Coding, especially evaluation and management coding, is
full of gray areas. How will your practice interpret these?

Gray
Areas

Which components are accepted or mandatory for
established patients?
Is “non-contributory” acceptable documentation?
What is a detailed examination under the 1995 CMS
Documentation Guidelines?
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Authentication – signatures, dates/times
– who did what? (metadata?)

EHR Auditing
Issues

Contradictions – between HPI and ROS,
exam elements
Wording or grammatical
errors/anomalies
Medically implausible documentation
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If Audit was done Prospectively – claims should be billed
according to findings of audit – may demonstrate need for
further retrospective review

Audit Results
– What do
you do with
them?

If performed Retrospectively and claims have been submitted,
corrected claims should be resubmitted for changes to codes
or payments based on audit findings
If done as part of Attorney engagement, legal counsel should
determine if Self-Disclosure will need to be done and pay back
will be done to payer
Is education part of the followup?
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Followup
Education?

How effective is this compliance and
auditing program if you never educate
the providers on how to “do it right”?
Education
should be:

• Timely
• Targeted
• Group or Individual?
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Provider
Who are you
reporting the
results to?

Administration
Compliance Department
Attorney
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Is the provider
doing his own
coding?

How is his
compensation
affected by
audit results?

More
interested in
% accuracy or
dollars
involved?

Are there
issues he has
no control
over?

Provider
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Financial pressures

Administration

Interested in undercoding and
missed opportunities as well as
overcoding
Reminder to refund any
overpayments
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Is this an outside audit
report or internal audit?

Compliance
Department

Is there a prescribed format?

Are there internal coding
guidelines being followed?
Does the department or
practice have policies and
procedures?
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Is this audit being
conducted concurrent
with a payer review?

Are there legal actions
or appeal proceedings
pending the results of
this audit?

May involve a more
defensive attitude than
a compliance audit

Can’t change the
findings themselves –
but can we argue?

Attorney
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• What are the objectives of the audit?
• “Accuracy of ICD-10-CM Coding and Reporting
Guidelines, CPT/HCPCS codes; modifiers, number of
units reported on claim forms and remittance
advices to assess if documentation in the medical
record & physician orders supports the services
billed.”

What’s
included in
this audit?

• What is the scope?
• Judgmental sample?
• Truly randomized sample?
• “The scope of this audit will include a review of a
random sample of 10 Medicare/Medicaid
encounters for each service line” OR “each
provider”
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What’s excluded in this audit?
• Are there certain payers excluded in data sample?
• Only included Government Payers – Medicare and
Medicaid patients
• Government Railroad
• Are there processes not reviewed in audit?
• “Scope Exclusions: This audit will not include testing
of Advanced Beneficiary Notice (ABN) processes and
controls, Pharmaceutical/drug code assignment, or
claim processing by the facility.”
34
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When?
Time frame of results?
Do you need to include “DRAFT” in watermark with the
date on report until it is finalized to begin the 60 day
payback obligation?
What was your time period of your sample?
• “Time period of January 1, 2017 to December 31, 2017”

Is this a retrospective pay back audit for the past 6
years? State the dates included in the review.
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Where was
the audit
performed?

This can include details such as “audit
was performed remotely” OR interviews
occurred while onsite then audit
performed remotely OR audit was
performed remotely
Location: Was this one hospital or
provider clinic or multiple sites?
If multiple sites – list them out
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Both 1995 and 1997 Documentation
Guidelines for E&M services?

How was this
audit
performed
and how is it
being
reported?

Specific MAC or commercial payer criteria
used?
Was a software utilized?
Excel spreadsheet with results?
Narrative report?
Charts with graphs?
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Why was this
audit
performed?

• Was this done due to a potential compliance risk that
was identified?
• How was this identified?
• Is the audit being done due to bell curve analysis
identifying providers who are outliers?
• Is the audit being done as this provider bills high risk
services? (e.g. prolonged care, high levels of codes)
• Is this being done due to issue on Compliance Audit
Plan?
• Is this being done due to potential issue on OIG work
plan?
• Is this audit being done proactively by Compliance?
• Is this audit being done post-education?
• Is this in response to payer audit – are you dealing with
best practices vs. defensive audit?
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High
How do the
risks of the
audits rank?

Moderate
Low
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Bell Curve Analysis may be
helpful – but…

How does this
compare?

• Data available represents what was
BILLED
• Medicare data available not current
• Some specialties not represented in
Medicare data
• Data may be available from other
sources for a fee
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Are there any
incidental
findings?

Did the scope not include
diagnosis coding in the
review, yet errors were
found?
Was there any concerning
information revealed in
interviews with staff that you
think needs to be addressed?
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Sample Audit Reports
and Presentations
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Sample Report - Spreadsheet
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Sample Report - Summary
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Sample Report – Summary - continued
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Sample Report – Summary - continued
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Sample Report – Audit Summary
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Sample Report – Audit Summary – final page
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Sample Report – Encounter Detail Report
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Sample Report – Encounter Detail Report - continued
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Sample Report – Bell Curve Analysis
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Conclusion of
Audit Results

• High level overview of what the issues were/are
and how they are being addressed
• Expectations
• Action plans – Education needed, who needs it,
who will provide it
• Does the client need to provide documentation
of education, sign in sheet of attendees, date,
copy of education provided? Was education
performed during the rebuttal review of the
cases?
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